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Experimental study of the soliton dynamics of a passively mode-locked fiber ring laser revealed a state of
bound-soliton operation in the laser, where two solitons bind together tightly with fixed pulse separation. We
further report on the properties of the bound-soliton emission of the laser. In particular, we demonstrate both
experimentally and numerically that, like the single-pulse soliton operation of the laser, the bound soliton
emission is another intrinsic feature of the laser.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.66.033806 PACS number~s!: 42.55.Wd, 42.81.Dp, 42.60.Fc, 42.65.SfSelf-started, passively mode-locked fiber lasers as a po-
tential source of ultrashort optical pulses have been inten-
sively investigated @1–7#. A generic feature of the lasers
found is that under suitable operation conditions, they can
emit the so-called soliton pulses—optical pulses that are
sech-form shaped and have nearly transform-limited
bandwidth-duration product. Under a soliton operation, not
only the output pulses of the lasers become ultrashort, but
also the pulse-to-pulse energy and peak power become ul-
trastable, which was found to be quantum noise limited @8#.
Soliton emission of the lasers is a natural consequence of
the nonlinear pulse propagation in the fiber cavity, where due
to the balanced action between the fiber-optical Kerr effect
and the cavity dispersion on a pulse, the shape and duration
remain unchanged with the propagation. Although in a pas-
sively mode-locked fiber laser, apart from the optical fiber
other optical components such as the gain medium and out-
put coupler coexist in the cavity, which affect the detailed
dynamics of the formed pulses. It is nevertheless demon-
strated that under weak influence of them, the average dy-
namics of the solitons could be well described by the non-
linear Schro¨dinger equation @9#. In this paper we report on
the states of bound-soliton emission and their properties in a
passively mode-locked fiber ring laser. We show both experi-
mentally and numerically that apart from the single-pulse
soliton emission, the laser can also emit stable, closely
spaced soliton pairs. In particular, when operating in the re-
gime, the bound-soliton pair is the only stable structure of
the solitary wave in the laser, as a unit, it has exactly the
same features as those of a single-pulse soliton. For this rea-
son, we refer the fiber laser as a bound-soliton fiber laser.
Bound states of solitons have recently been predicted in
the coupled nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations @10# and the
quintic complex Ginzburg-Landau equation @11,12#. Forma-
tion of bound solitons was explained as a result of direct
soliton interaction. Solitons formed in these systems have an
oscillating tail; when they interact, their effective interaction
potential has spatial local minima, which give rise to stable,
bound solitons. Bound solitons thus formed are characterized
as having fixed, discrete pulse separations independent of
soliton propagation. For a passively mode-locked fiber laser,
when the influences of laser gain and cavity losses ~and/or1050-2947/2002/66~3!/033806~6!/$20.00 66 0338fiber birefringence! become strong, its dynamics is actually
described by the Ginzburg-Landan equation or its coupled
forms @13#.
The passively mode-locked fiber ring laser used in our
experiments is schematically shown in Fig. 1. It has a ring
cavity of about 5.5 m in length. The cavity is comprised of a
3.5-m-long, 2000 ppm erbium-doped fiber, with a group ve-
locity dispersion of about 210 ps/nm km, a piece of a 1-m-
long single-mode dispersion shifted fiber, whose group-
velocity dispersion is 22 ps/nm km, and a piece of a 1-m-
long standard single-mode fiber ~SM-28!. The nonlinear
polarization rotation technique @5# is used to achieve the self-
started mode locking in the laser. To this end, a polarization
dependent isolator, together with two polarization control-
lers, one consisting of two quarter-wave plates and the other
of two quarter-wave plates and one half-wave plate, is used
to adjust the polarization of light in the cavity. The polariza-
tion dependent isolator and the polarization controllers are
mounted on a 7-cm-long fiber bench to achieve accurate po-
larization adjustments. The laser is pumped by a pigtailed
InxGa12xAsP semiconductor diode of wavelength 1480 nm.
The output of the laser is taken via a 10% fiber coupler and
analyzed with an optical spectrum analyzer ~Ando AQ-
6315B! and a commercial optical autocorrelator ~Inrad 5-14-
LDA!. A 50-GHz-wide bandwidth sampling oscilloscope
~Agilent 86100A! and a 25-GHz high-speed photodetector
FIG. 1. A schematic of the passively mode-locked fiber laser.
l/4 represents quarter-wave plate; l/2 represents half-wave plate;
PI represents polarization dependent isolator. WDM represents
wavelength-dividend multiplexer.©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
TANG, ZHAO, SHEN, LU, MAN, AND TAM PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 033806 ~2002!FIG. 2. Optical spectra of the bound states of the observed solitons. ~a! With spectral modulation period of about 9.1 nm, ~b! 4.7 nm, ~c!
2.6 nm, and ~d! 1.3 nm. The soliton pulse width is about 325 fs and the separations between the bound solitons can be calculated from the
corresponding spectral modulation periods.~New Focus 1414FC! were used to study the evolution of the
bound solitons in the cavity.
In two previous papers @14,15# we have reported on how
to experimentally achieve the bound-soliton operation and
some of the basic properties of the observed bound solitons,
respectively. The key technique used to get stable bound-
soliton operation of the laser is the intracavity mode locking
of the dynamical laser modes. With this technique the influ-
ences caused by the random environmental noise and the
dispersive waves on the soliton interaction could be sup-
pressed. In our previous experiment we have also confirmed
that the observed bound solitons have the characteristics of
discrete, fixed soliton separations that are independent of
soliton propagation, as predicted theoretically.
The states of bound solitons are usually abruptly formed
in our laser from a single-pulse soliton state by adjusting the
orientations of the wave plates. However, if their orientations
are already appropriately set, bound-soliton operation can
also be directly obtained by simply increasing the pump
power beyond the mode-locking threshold. For the complete-
ness of the paper we have shown again in Fig. 2 the optical
spectra of the bound solitons observed in our laser. In order03380to check if the formation of bound states of solitons is a
generic feature of the passively mode-locked fiber lasers, in
the current experiment we have deliberately changed the cav-
ity property of our laser. Our experimental results confirmed
that with exactly the same technique and procedure, the
bound states of solitons could be reobtained in the laser. With
the new fiber laser setup, we have obtained four discrete
states of bound solitons as shown. Comparing them with
those obtained with our previous fiber laser setup, except the
different pulse separation and soliton pulse width, they have
exactly the same properties. Namely, they are ultrastable and
have discrete, fixed pulse separations that are neither depen-
dent on the soliton propagation nor on the exact laser opera-
tion conditions, such as the pump intensity and the cavity
detuning. The change in the soliton pulse width is a natural
result of the total cavity dispersion change. In turn it causes
the pulse separation change of the bound solitons. Neverthe-
less, once a laser setup is fixed, the pulse separations of the
obtainable bound solitons are fixed. Analyzing the pulse
separations among the four bound-soliton states, surprisingly,
they again have the relationship that one is roughly twice of
the other, as can be easily checked from the spectral modu-6-2
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that this relationship could be a universal property of the
bound solitons in the fiber laser system, and it is independent
of the concrete laser setup.
Like the single-pulse soliton operation of the laser, de-
pending on the pumping strength, multiple bound solitons
can also coexist in the laser cavity. As an example Fig. 3
shows two oscilloscope traces of such states. Figure 3~a!
shows that twelve bound-soliton pulses coexist in the laser
cavity. Note that the pulse separation between the bound soli-
tons is about 920 fs, and the soliton pulse width of the laser
is about 325 fs when a sech-form pulse shape is assumed. As
the detector cannot separate the pulse separation in the oscil-
loscope traces, the bound solitons look like a single pulse.
When multiple bound solitons coexist in the laser cavity and
they are separated far apart, except that the spectral or signal
strength is increased, there is no difference observable on the
optical spectrum and the measured autocorrelation traces,
compared to those of single bound-soliton pair in the cavity.
Based on this experimental evidence together with the result
shown in Fig. 3, we conclude that all the bound solitons in
the cavity have exactly the same property, namely, the same
soliton separation and same pulse energy. ~There are small
peak intensity fluctuations on the pulses shown in the mea-
sured oscilloscope traces. We have checked it and deter-
mined that they were due to the sampling problem of the
FIG. 3. Oscilloscope traces of multiple bound solitons in the
cavity. The cavity round-trip time is about 26 ns for the laser. ~a!
With twelve bound solitons in the cavity, ~b! with eleven bound
solitons in the cavity. From a to b the pump laser power is slightly
reduced.03380sampling oscilloscope. By reducing the recorded time range
of the trace, the fluctuation disappeared and all the pulses
had exactly the same height!. In all of our experiments in a
stable state no bound solitons of different pulse separations
or different pulse energies have been observed to coexist,
and no unbound solitons with the bound solitons, or bound
solitons of higher order ~with more than two soliton pulses
binding together! have been observed to coexist, which sug-
gests strongly that in the parameter regime, the only stable
pulse structure is the bound-soliton pairs of the fixed pulse
separation.
Carefully increasing or decreasing the pump power, the
number of bound-soliton pairs can be increased or reduced
one by one. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show a case of two con-
secutive states when the pump power is reduced. Initially
there were twelve bound solitons in the cavity. Reducing the
pump power to a certain value, one bound-soliton pair was
suddenly destroyed. After losing one pair of the bound soli-
tons, the rest of the bound solitons rearranged their relative
positions in the cavity and stabilized finally at a new pattern
as shown in Fig. 3~b!. In our experiments we found that the
dispersive waves play an essential role in the long-range in-
teraction among the bound solitons. Mediated through the
dispersive waves, the bound solitons can interact among
themselves and form various states of multiple bound-soliton
operation. In fact, Fig. 3 shows two cases of the so-called
quasiharmonic mode locking by some authors in the single-
pulse soliton operation of fiber lasers. States of harmonic
mode locking of the bound solitons have also been fre-
quently observed. Figure 4 shows as an example one of these
states. In the present case, eight bound solitons are equally
spaced in the cavity. We have also observed situations where
several tens of bound solitons coexist in the cavity and form
harmonic mode locking. Depending on the interaction be-
tween the bound solitons, bunches of bound solitons have
also been revealed in the laser, as shown in Fig. 5. Several
bound solitons can tightly couple together locally to form a
bound soliton bunch, and the bunch moves with the funda-
mental repetition rate in the cavity, exactly as also observed
in the single-pulse soliton case @1,2,4#.
When the bound-soliton pairs interact directly with each
other, they behave as a unit; either colliding elastically or
FIG. 4. Harmonic mode locking of the bound solitons. Eight
bound solitons are equally spaced in the cavity forming the special
mode-locked state.6-3
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or altering their pulse separations. With the high-speed sam-
pling oscilloscope and detector, we could monitor in the real
time the interaction between two bound-soliton pairs, as
shown in Fig. 6. The interaction between the bound-soliton
pairs clearly exhibits the particlelike nature of the soliton
interaction. Bound states of the bound solitons mediated
through the dispersive waves were occasionally observed.
However, these bound states are unstable, a small perturba-
tion can destroy it. All these experimental findings demon-
strate that the bound-soliton pairs as a unit has exactly all the
same properties as those of a single-pulse soliton in the laser.
Based on their properties we conclude that the observed
bound states of solitons could be another type of solitary
wave in the laser and the bound-soliton operation could be
an intrinsic feature of the system.
To confirm our conclusions, we have also numerically
simulated the operation of our laser. For this purpose we
have built up a theoretical model based on the coupled ex-
tended nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations. Our model takes
into account the birefringence of the optical fiber and the
perturbations caused by the laser gain and cavity loss, and
has a form
FIG. 5. Bunching of the bound solitons. Seven bound solitons
are coupled tightly together, with no relative movement among the
solitons.
FIG. 6. Collision between two bound-soliton pairs. After colli-
sion they still remain as bound solitons of the same property.03380]u
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Here u and v are the two normalized slowly varying pulse
envelopes along the slow and the fast axes, respectively.
2b52pDn/l is the wave-number difference, 2d
52bl/2pc is the inverse group-velocity difference. k9 is
the dispersion parameter and g is the nonlinearity of the fi-
ber. g is the laser gain coefficient and Vg is the bandwidth of
the laser gain. Gain saturation of the laser is considered by
writing
g5
g0
F11 *~ uuu21uvu2!dtEs G
, ~2!
where g0 is the small signal gain and Es is the saturation
energy. To also account the effects of other cavity compo-
nents and the cavity feedback, we simulate the laser by sim-
ply allowing the light to circulate in the cavity; whenever it
meets a cavity component, we then discretely multiply the
component’s transformation matrix to the light. In all of our
simulations where it is possible, we have used the actual
value of the laser parameters.
Using the same theoretical model we have previously
simulated the dynamics of single-pulse soliton lasing of pas-
sively mode-locked fiber lasers, and correctly reproduced the
features such as the intrinsic soliton wavelength tuning @16#,
soliton sideband asymmetry, and subsideband generation
@13#. In the current simulation we found that by appropri-
ately choosing the linear cavity transmission of the laser and
the polarization orientation of the polarization dependent iso-
lator, bound states of solitons could actually be reproduced in
our model. In particular, we found that with the parameter
settings, bound solitons are the only stable state. Figure 7
shows results of our simulations. Three stable bound-soliton
states with different pulse separations have been revealed in
our simulations under the laser parameter settings. In our
simulations, in order to find out the bound-soliton states we
simply fix the laser parameters and input either random ini-
tial noise wave form or pulses of different shapes to start our
simulations, we then wait for until a stable state is achieved.
We found that independent of the initial conditions the laser
output always settled down to one of the bound soliton
states. Similar to the experimental results, the obtained stable
bound solitons exhibit discrete, fixed pulse separations. Once
a state of bound solitons is obtained, it will remain there for
several thousand rounds of calculation, even under slightly6-4
BOUND-SOLITON FIBER LASER PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 033806 ~2002!FIG. 7. States of bound solitons calculated from the theoretical model. ~a–c! show bound solitons with different pulse separations, ~c–d!
show the corresponding optical spectra. Parameters used are g53 W21 km21, k9522 ps/nm km ~for dispersion shifted fiber!,
k95210 ps/nm km ~for erbium-doped fiber!, g05254, Vg52p310 THz, Es5110, cavity length L511 m, and beat length Lb5L/2.changed parameters such as the small signal gain and satu-
ration energy, indicating that it is a stable state of the system.
Our numerical simulations have fully confirmed our experi-
mental observations.
In summary, we have experimentally studied properties of
bound-soliton emission in a passively mode-locked fiber ring
laser, and observed features such as the bound-soliton energy
quantization, quasibound and harmonically bound soliton
mode locking, bound-soliton bunching, and particlelike inter-
actions between bound solitons. Our experimental results
have also revealed that no single-pulse soliton can coexist
with the bound solitons, and when multiple bound solitons
coexist, all bound solitons have exactly the same properties.03380Exactly the same features have also been observed for the
single-pulse soliton in the fiber soliton lasers, which suggests
strongly that, like the single-pulse soliton, the observed
bound solitons are another fundamental structure of stable
light pulse in the laser. The bound-soliton operation of the
laser is, in fact, an intrinsic feature of the fiber laser. Finally,
we note that numerical simulations on the laser operation
have also confirmed the existence of bound solitons in the
laser and its property of discrete, fixed soliton separations,
which further support our conclusions.
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